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As we enter a new era of precision medicine, genomic testing is becoming mainstream yet continues to rapidly evolve driven by clinical needs, availability of new therapies, and technological advances. In parallel with each large-scale genomic study performed, more and more potential candidate genes linked to clinical phenotypes are discovered. Such pressures are inexorably pushing genomic testing toward platforms that can test a wider spectrum of genes.

As a result, whole exome sequencing (WES) is emerging as an attractive platform of choice for a variety of clinical genomic testing applications due its relative affordability and extensive coverage of a rapidly and continuously growing number of clinically relevant genes. As a reminder, WES refers to technologies that effectively capture DNA mapping to coding genes in the genome and only sequence such regions.

In the germline testing arena (sequencing somebody’s inherited DNA), WES is used routinely to help provide a molecular diagnostic for diseases with a likely genetic cause. A variety of academic centers and companies offer clinical WES services. Rigorous analyses have shown constitutional (another word for germline) WES provides improved molecular diagnostic capabilities over other technologies. In a relatively restricted number of cases, the genetic diagnosis rests on the ease of testing and relatively restricted challenges with interpreting the results. These panels also have the advantage of requiring very little tissue and DNA; they usually possess a rapid turnaround time (just a few days) and provide deep coverage of each gene thus enabling detection of challenging mutations; this includes mutations in samples with low tumor purity or highly subclonal mutations, that is, mutations present in a small fraction of tumor cells. Popular larger commercial platforms are frequently requested by oncologists. The reports provide significantly more data than hot spot panel tests. The interpretation of the data is facilitated by detailed reports, but still create challenges for the practicing oncologist.

The targeted panel strategy for genomic testing has, in fact, additional limitations. For localized tumors, there are a continuously and rapidly growing number of targeted therapies whose efficacy is tied to the presence of specific genomic alterations within tumor cells. Examples include mutations in the BRAF gene for vemurafenib in metastatic melanoma and HER2 alterations for herceptin in breast cancer. In lung cancer, up to seven genes can be tested as the latest National Comprehensive Cancer Network therapy selection guidelines (EGFR, ALK, BRAF, MET, RET, ROSI, HER2).

Targeted panels may not always cover recently validated driver genes and thus are frequently “behind the curve.” In the setting of advanced metastatic tumors that may have undergone several prior therapies and have developed resistance to chemotherapy, a large variety of pathways may be mutated and mutations frequently occur outside of the traditional driver genes. In fact most of the large-scale genomic studies to date such as from The Cancer Genomic Atlas program only interrogate untreated and mostly localized cancer samples.

Genomics in Oncology

The situation in oncology is a more complex and WES has only recently entered the arena. The premise of precision cancer medicine is that genomic testing can reveal the underlying genomic drivers of individual tumors and thus help match each tumor with one or more therapies that directly target such drivers.

For years, genomic testing of localized tumors frequently has involved using targeted gene panel sequencing. Such panels cover anywhere from 15 to 400 driver genes. Targeted panels covering 50 hot spots within driver genes have long been available in many hospitals and clinics. The advantage for molecular pathology laboratories rests on the ease of testing and relatively restricted challenges with interpreting the results. These panels also have the advantage of requiring very little tissue and DNA; they usually possess a rapid turnaround time (just a few days) and provide deep coverage of each gene thus enabling detection of challenging mutations; this includes mutations in samples with low tumor purity or highly subclonal mutations, that is, mutations present in a small fraction of tumor cells. Popular larger commercial platforms are frequently requested by oncologists. The reports provide significantly more data than hot spot panel tests. The interpretation of the data is facilitated by detailed reports, but still create challenges for the practicing oncologist.

The targeted panel strategy for genomic testing has, in fact, additional limitations. For localized tumors, there are a continuously and rapidly growing number of targeted therapies whose efficacy is tied to the presence of specific genomic alterations within tumor cells. Examples include mutations in the BRAF gene for vemurafenib in metastatic melanoma and HER2 alterations for herceptin in breast cancer. In lung cancer, up to seven genes can be tested as the latest National Comprehensive Cancer Network therapy selection guidelines (EGFR, ALK, BRAF, MET, RET, ROSI, HER2).

Targeted panels may not always cover recently validated driver genes and thus are frequently “behind the curve.” In the setting of advanced metastatic tumors that may have undergone several prior therapies and have developed resistance to chemotherapy, a large variety of pathways may be mutated and mutations frequently occur outside of the traditional driver genes. In fact most of the large-scale genomic studies to date such as from The Cancer Genomic Atlas program only interrogate untreated and mostly localized cancer samples.

Gene Mutations

Equally importantly, there is growing evidence that the strategy consisting of only testing driver genes is clinically suboptimal. Indeed mutations that do not directly drive tumors are often important for treating cancer. For example, deleterious germline and somatic mutations in genes involved in repairing damaged DNA are not only associated with a host of tumors, including aggressive ones (N Engl J Med 2016;375:443-453), but also sensitize tumor cells to certain therapies, such a particular class of therapy (PARP inhibitors) that “push damaged cells over the edge;” essentially forcing such cells to commit cellular suicide.

Likewise, new therapies such as immunotherapies that leverage the immune system to kill cancer cells appear to work better in patients with elevated number of mutations and perhaps even
It is also important to remember that the use of expanded and multi-omics platforms abounds with challenges. A significant often cited challenge is the amount of sequence data to store and process—especially for whole-genome sequencing. One hope is that cloud-based storage and cloud analytics may help make this process more affordable in the near future. Another challenge encountered as more mutations are tested is the limited availability of clinical grade annotations to prioritize and describe clinically relevant mutations in clinical genomic reports. Several such databases exist, such as CIViC (https://civic.genome.wustl.edu), PCT (https://pct.mdanderson.org), and PMKB (https://pmkb.weill.cornell.edu), but most of these resources are incomplete and will need constant work to remain up-to-date.

Another perhaps even more challenging problem is the constant lag between availability of expanded platforms for genomic testing and reimbursement by medical payers. Increasing adoption of such genomic platforms perhaps coupled with data sharing efforts such as GENIE, CancerLinQ, and the Precision Medicine Initiative may help demonstrate that expanded platforms do reduce the cost of care and improve outcomes in the long run by identifying the best treatment for each patient and reducing the rate at which treatments with low efficacy are administered to patients.